## 2020 Conference on the Environment Sponsorship

### Platinum Sponsor
- **(one sponsor – first come, first serve)**
- **Cost:** $400
- **Includes:**
  - Keynote Video/Commercial Announcement - 1 minute
    - can be a video or simply a recording of short PowerPoint or logo
  - additional assistance available (see below)
  - Lobby Banner Feature
  - Keynote Session Logo

### Gold Sponsor
- **Cost:** $200
- **Includes:**
  - Session Video / Commercial Announcement - 1 minute
    - first come, first serve – (up to 1 video per presentation; i.e. 3 per session)
    - can be a video or simply a recording of short PowerPoint or logo
    - additional assistance available (see below)
  - Lobby Banner Feature
  - One Session Logo
    - first come, first serve – up to 3 logos will be allowed per session

### Silver Sponsor
- **Cost:** $100
- **Includes:**
  - Lobby Banner Feature
  - One Session Logo
    - first come, first serve – up to 3 logos will be allowed per session

### Student Challenge Sponsor
- **Cost:** $100+
- **Includes:**
  - Lobby Banner Feature or if lobby not available, PowerPoint Cover Slide, on day of student challenge and before awards presentation at the COE.

---

CSWEA can offer **company assistance to produce 1 minute video:**
- $500 - (would need content and script at least two weeks prior)